
 
 
 

FISHTRON RX SIX Remote Listening Receiver  
Instructions for operation and use (last updated on 13 Oct 2017) 

 
Thank you for purchasing the FISHTRON RX SIX remote listening receiver.  

We hope you’ll be satisfied. 

  
 

 

The new remote listening receiver allows receiving 
up to six devices; a bite can be signalled 
acoustically, visually and using vibrations. It not only 
works with the FISHTRON NEON TX3, FISHTRON 
Q9-RGB TX and FISHTRON CatFish TX3 bite 

alarms, but also detects an alarm from the 
FISHTRON ALF3 wireless sensors and can connect 
to other FLAJZAR accessories. Simple, small, 
easily carried and has a long life battery - this is the 
new FISHTRON RX SIX receiver. 

 
 
 

Description of FISHTRON RX SIX 

 

The FISHTRON RX SIX six-channel receiver is designed for wireless fish bite or alarm evaluation. All six 
channels can be used to save either bite alarms or alarms. The kit’s reach, i.e. the transmitter from the receiver, 
is up to several hundred metres in free space. The receiver can be paired with FLAJZAR bite alarms, such as 
the FISHTRON NEON TX3, FISHTRON Q9-RGB TX or FISHTRON CatFish TX3 or FISHTRON ALF3 alarm 
sensor. 
 
The receiver is switched on with a sliding switch located on the left side. When the power is on, the battery status 
LED flashes briefly: green = battery OK, red indicates low battery (up to several tens of hours remaining). 
 
The PLUS and MINUS buttons are located on the right side and are used for sound signalling volume control 
in normal mode. They also activate or deactivate vibrations. 



 
The FISHTRON RX SIX functions when a fish bites 

• A compatible bite alarm signals the bite by sending encoded information to the receiver. The receiver first 
verifies whether the bite alarms which is transmitting is stored in its memory – this will prevent the other 
fisherman from interfering with your kit. 

• If the signal from the detector is evaluated as valid, sound signalling, including parachute signalling, is 
heard on the receiver (the tone height corresponds to the tone height set on the bite alarm) and the 
corresponding channel LED (1–6) lights up in the colour corresponding to the colour of the bite alarm which 
the bite is on or which sent the signal. 

• The LED is still on with a 30-second delay (memory). 

 

Vibration 

The receiver is equipped with vibrating bite signalling. This function is intended especially for people with poor 
hearing or for example, at night when the fisherman doesn’t want to bother his surroundings with sound 
signalling. The vibrations are switched on by pressing the PLUS button for a longer time and switched off by 
pressing the MINUS button for approximately 2 seconds. 
 

Learn mode 

As with other FLAJZAR receivers, the learn mode is started by pressing the PLUS and MINUS buttons 
simultaneously for approximately 2 seconds. The first channel LED lights-up in blue. Use the PLUS and MINUS 
buttons to select the channel number which a new device is to be saved in or deleted from. 
 

Saving a new device 

Press the PLUS and MINUS buttons to get to the corresponding channel. The new device is saved in the receiver’s 
memory after the bite alarm’s transmission or the kit’s other accessories (FISHTRON ALF3 alarm, etc.). 
 

Deleting from the memory 

Press the PLUS and MINUS buttons to find the corresponding channel. Now, after pressing the MINUS button 
(for approximately 2 seconds), the corresponding channel’s memory is deleted. Deletion is confirmed by 
changing the channel LED colour from blue to red and by sound signalling with a deeper tone. 
 

Ending the learn mode 

The learn mode is ended every time a new device is learned or by pressing the PLUS and MINUS buttons at the 
same time. 
 

Low battery 

The receiver checks the battery status. The low battery is indicated by the LEDs short red flashes with a 
BATTERY symbol. It warns the fisherman several hours in advance that the battery is to be replaced. If you 
want to maximise the battery life at this point, we recommend turning off the VIBRATION function (if turned on). 
 

Battery replacement 

The batteries are located on the back of the receiver under the battery cover. Before replacing it’s necessary to 
remove the battery cover by pressing it at the top and pulling it out towards the bottom edge of the receiver. The 
correct battery polarity is shown on the battery holder. Put the cover back after replacing. 

 
The FISHTRON RX SIX specifications 

• Supply voltage: 3V (2 AAA batteries) 

• Dimensions (H x W x D): 71 x 50 x 29 mm 

 

 
 

How to Reach the Kit’s Maximum Range  

The range of the kit, the alarm – receiver, is up to several hundred metres in free space and up to 500 m on 
flat surfaces. Any terrain inequality, shore, slope, buildings, cars or other obstacles limit the range. If the current 
conditions and fishing conditions allow it, the alarm should be located at least 0.5 m above ground (if you have 
an extreme range requirement). Have the receiver with you and keep it in the top pocket or use a neck strap 



(threaded under the stainless steel rod at the top of the receiver) if you want to reach the maximum range. 
Don’t place the receiver or transmitter on metal objects. Both the transmitter and the receiver should have their 
antennas upward. Despite the kit’s large reach, we encourage you to observe the Fishing Regulations and 
don’t leave your fishing area at a distance greater than permitted by the Fishing Regulations. Always verify the 
range at the location after installing the bite alarms. 

 
 

Declaration of Conformity 

The device complies with EU directives and has a Declaration of Conformity. 
 
 

Post-Warranty Service 

The post-warranty service is performed exclusively by the Czech manufacturer – FLAJZAR, s.r.o. We will apply 
our maximum effort to help you solve every problem in the shortest possible time. 
 
Quick email contact in case of problems: obchod@flajzar.cz. 
 
 

Recycling 

Information for users for the disposal of electrical and electronic equipment. The 
symbol on the product, its packaging or in the accompanying documentation 
means that the used electrical or electronic products must not be disposed of 
together with municipal waste. In order to dispose of the product properly, take it 
to the designated collection points where it will be accepted free of charge. 
 
 

Batteries 

Don’t disassemble, short-circuit or throw the batteries into a fire. Don’t recharge the batteries. 
 
 

Manufacturer/Service/Technical Support 

FLAJZAR, s.r.o. 
Svatoplukova 1199  
698 01 Veselí nad Moravou 
phone: + 420 776 586 866 
email: obchod@flajzar.cz 
www.flajzar.cz 



 


